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Abstract 
The term ’game museum’ refers to an institution that conserves, archives, and exhibits the history 
of games. This thesis qualitatively compares the case of the Finnish Museum of Games (FMG, 
Finland) and Nexon Computer Museum (NCM, South Korea), concentrating on their choices of 
the object and the aesthetical expressions in the exhibition space. The goal of this thesis is to find 
the influence of curators and potential game museum visitors on the game museum’s choice of 
object and aesthetical expressions. This thesis used a combined multi-method of Visual Discourse 
Analysis and Comic-Based Research. The research questions of this thesis are: 1) How do the 
FMG and NCM display games differently in the museum space? 2) How do curators and potential 
museum visitors’ gaming memories relate to the choices of displayed objects and aesthetical 
expressions in FMG and NCM? 3) How can comics, as a research tool, supplement the study of 
game museums and their potential visitors? 
 
The findings from the thesis indicate that the choice of the objects and aesthetical expressions in 
FMG and NCM were linked with the sociopolitical discourses upon their establishment and the 
personal gaming memories of curators. Another important factor discovered is that both game 
museum curators and potential visitors tend to reflect their memories when perceiving the topic 
of game museum and their exhibitions. Moreover, both the curators and potential visitors were 
motivated to establish a positive cultural message on gaming.  
 
The thesis suggests that game museums may have to update their exhibitions frequently in order 
to remain engaging for future generations. This would involve game museums to learn the trend 
and memories of potential visitors and the games that they enjoy. The use of educational comics, 
like this thesis research, could be one of those methods for game museums to learn potential 
visitor’s interest. 
 
Keywords  Game Museum, Game Culture, Game Heritage, Visual Discourse Analysis, 
Art-based Research, Comic-based Research 
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Prologue: Why Games, Education, and Museums Personally 
Matter to Me 
 
The issue of the generation gap is one of the major social concerns in recent South Korean 
education. The survey indicates that the reason behind the generation gap is due to a lack of 
conversation and common interest between parents and children, with a shocking result of 
50.8% South Korean parents of 1-12 graders spending less than 30 minutes per day to talk 
with their children1. Thus my interest has been helping the parents, teachers, and students to 
find the mutual topic of conversation, in order to boost the staggering lack of conversation 
between the different age groups. During my time working at Nexon Computer Museum, I 
found some hope regarding that. 
 
In the autumn of 2013 at the morning of 10 a.m., my colleagues and I opened the door to the 
workshop room and welcomed 10th graders on a school field trip. It was one of the first 
schools to visit NCM on a field trip. After my colleague guided 40+ students to the workshop 
era, the last person stepped into the door – their teacher, male, around 50 years of age. He 
verbally expressed how much he felt ‘discomfort’ of visiting the place. It turns out that the 
vast numbers of students requested the school administrations to visit NCM as a field trip, 
which was something unprecedented in their school’s history. “Although I appreciate 
student’s active participation,” he said, “I do not want to see my students playing video 
games.” A couple of students whispered to me, of “how distanced” their teacher seemed. 
 
We then continued the field trip to the exhibition area. However, soon afterward, our team 
noticed that the teacher went missing. "Where is your teacher?" I asked one of the students. 
The word spread, and soon then we were able to hear the shouting from the back, "he is 
playing games at the other room." We again found the teacher later in the day, surrounded by 
a group of his students. "I used to play this (game) when I was young,” he claimed, firing at 
the aliens in the arcade game “Galaga” (1981). “I totally forgot about this – and did not even 
 
1 Korea Foundation for the Advancement of Science and Creativity, 2016 
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notice that you can also call this a game2". He actively invited his pupils to join him, and they 
did. The surprised statement of one of the students echoes in my head until today.  
 
"I thought teachers are a different being — a well-taught, elite, grown-up. But today, 
(I noticed that) he is also like us. It (feels) good to be closer.”  
 
During my time working as a founding member of NCM, I have witnessed many incidents 
when families, teachers, and students start bonding by remembering, talking about, and 
playing games together without even noticing it. So maybe, game museums can become a 
bridge for intergenerational communication; a cross-generational conversation and learning 
while naturally playing old games in the game museum together. Of course, one game 
museum would not be able to solve the entire generational gap in Korea but could initiate a 
meaningful start. This strong belief is what holds my passion for gaming culture, game 
history, and museum as part of lifelong learning.   
 
2 The Korean language does not have words that directly corresponding with the term ‘game’ defined in the 
North America and European context. Instead in Korea, the word “game (게임 gae-im)”, a loanword from 
English, is generally used as ‘digital game’ – separated from the concept of traditional, analogue, or physical 
“play (놀이 nol-ee).”  
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
Game Museums, Games in Museums 
The term ‘game museum’ generally refers to an institution that conserves, archives, and 
exhibits the history of games. The number of game museums has substantially increased in 
the past years. Followed by the establishment of Computerspielemuseum, the world’s first 
game dedicated permanent museum located in Berlin, Germany, at least five private or public 
permanent game museums have opened worldwide in a past decade only3. The cases of game 
exhibition in other type of museums are also on the rise, with a growing interest from 
technology museums and science centers since the 1990s that tend to introduce participatory 
or interactive exhibits for public learning. A thriving perspective of “(game as) mediators 
between many different and important sectors of contemporary cultures” is further increasing 
the demand for the digital games in the traditional museum space (Suominen, Reunanen, & 
Remes, 2015, pp. 2-3). The most widely known story is the case of MoMA (the Museum of 
Modern Art) in New York, USA; a total of 14 video games were selected as part the 
institution’s new applied design collections, including Pac-Man, Super Mario Bros., and 
Tetris. Considering the public popularity and the reputation of MoMA, this was perhaps by 
far the most highly spotlighted case of digital games represented in the modern museums and 
art galleries. As such, the game museum is an emerging phenomenon in the worldwide 
museum scene. 
 
In this thesis, the term ‘game museum’ is narrowly used to refer to a permanent museum that 
is dedicated the history of games. In order to narrow down the scope of this thesis research, I 
exempted the temporary game exhibitions as well as contemporary exhibitions with 
gameplay components or game exhibit within other forms of museums (for example, science 
centers or technology museums that use games to supplement their cultural messages) from 
this thesis. In a general sense, game museums consist of one or more permanent and 
temporary exhibitions as well as dedicated museum storage and conservatory policy of how 
to preserve both digital and non-digital games. Game museums often consist of numbers of 
interactive objects in the exhibition space that are accessible for visitors to play.  
 
 
3 This includes game museums opened in the United States, Italy, United Kingdoms, France, South Korea, and 
Finland. 
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Retrograming, Nostalgia and Game Museums 
Previously, researchers have witnessed a variety of practices of retrogaming4 emerge into 
some form of game exhibition and then eventually, game museums (Newman, 2012; 
Newman, 2004; Naskali, Suominen, & Saarikoski, 2013; Suominen, Reunanen, & Remes, 
2015). A Finnish game researcher, Jaakko Suominen, defines retrogaming as a “practice that 
gives forms to gaming related nostalgia” in which “a shared cultural object (…) acts as the 
trigger for nostalgic experiences.” Moreover, it has “private, individual, and unique features” 
(Suominen, Reunanen, & Remes, 2015, pp. 77-78).  
After studying various cases of temporary game exhibitions from the late 1990s to early 
2010s, researchers argued that private contributors, game hobbyists, and collectors, are 
indeed “important partners in (game) exhibition projects” and their “memories, feelings and 
personal aspects” tend to be reflected “in exhibition design, in addition to the collective 
perspective” (Naskali, Suominen, & Saarikoski, 2013, p. 237). If it is indeed nostalgia that 
influences the conservation of the retrogaming and the choices of the object and aesthetical 
expressions of temporary game exhibitions, then would this also apply to the case of 
permanent game museums? Would the nostalgia of curators and visitor’s, their private, 
individual, and unique experience, can create a consistent visual discourse also in the 
permanent institution? 
 
Therefore, I have set the aim of this thesis to identify the impact of nostalgia of curators and 
visitors, on the game museum’s choice of object and aesthetical expressions. Moreover, since 
the nostalgic experiences are, “private, individual, and unique” (Suominen, Reunanen, & 
Remes, 2015, pp. 77-78), the pre-assumption of this thesis is that comparing culturally 
distanced game museums could provide a vital clue. If geographically and therefore 
culturally distanced game museums indeed presenting a different visual discourses even 
when displaying identical objects, then it may be considered that the gameplay experience 
and memories of curators and visitors indeed influence the museum. Therefore, finding the 
right examples to compare was essential to this thesis. Fortunately, there is one permanent 
game museum across the earth, geographically isolated from others; the Nexon Computer 
 
4 Retrogaming refers to the practice of playing and collecting original (“classic”) video and computer games of 
the 1970s, 1980s, and early 1990s, or using, for instance, emulators for playing them. In the wider perspective, 
retrograming also refers other activities, such as the production of a broad range of consumer products, textiles, 
accessories, game related music videos, literature, as such. (Suominen, Reunanen, & Remes, 2015, p. 77) 
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Museum in South Korea. South Korea is geographically and culturally distant from Europe 
and the USA, where the majority of game museums are located, and has its own solid 
massive-multiplayer online (MMO) centric gaming industry 5  and eSports culture. My 
experience as one of the founding members of Nexon Computer Museum in 2012-2015 
provided useful access to the institution’s decision-makers. Then, I selected the Finnish 
Museum of Games, one of the recently established game museums in Europe, which also 
happened to be closest to my current location (Finland), as a comparative sample.  
 
Nexon Computer Museum 
Nexon Computer Museum (넥슨컴퓨터박물관) is a private-owned and public-authorized museum, 
located in Jeju Island, South Korea. The museum opened in July of 2013 with 6,000 artifacts 
including 1,800 objects displayed in the exhibition space. Nexon Computer Museum is 
claimed to be the “first permanent museum in East Asia dedicated to the history of video 
games and computers” (Nexon Computer Museum, 2014). 
The museum has dedicated a 4-floor high building with a total of four exhibition spaces, 
additional to museum store and cafeteria. Each of these museum exhibition spaces has 
different title and theme: The 1st floor “Welcome Stage” concentrates on the history of 
personal computers and digital technologies that popularized the digital computer in the 
mainstream. The 2nd floor “Open Stage” focuses on the history of arcade and video game 
consoles with the format of the open library, while the 3rd floor “Hidden Stage” hosts a 
special exhibition area and a education (workshop) area. Lastly, the B1 floor “Special Stage” 
displays retro arcade games. Figures 1 – 6 below showcase the photos of each of NCM’s 
exhibition spaces. 
NCM is currently under direct management, as a subsidiary institution, of South Korean 
online game publisher Nexon and their holdings company (NXC). Therefore, the museum is 
granted access to many Nexon-owned intellectual properties, including the visual assets of 
the online games “The Kingdom of the Wind,” “Maple Story,” “Kartriders,” “Mabinogi.” 
The museum is recognized by the city of Jeju, as ‘category one specialized museum (1 종 전문 




5 South Korea ranked #4 in global gaming industry, with estimated 5.6 billion USD annual revenue. (Newzoo, 
Global Games Market Report 2018). https://newzoo.com  
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Figure 1 The view of Nexon Computer Museum 
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Figure 2 NCM 1st Floor "Welcome Stage.” 








































Figure 3 NCM 2nd floor "Open Stage." 
 
 










































Figure 4 NCM 2nd floor "Open Stage." 
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Figure 5 NCM 3rd floor "Hidden Stage." 
 
































Figure 6 NCM B1 floor "Special Stage." 
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The Finnish Museum of Games 
FMG is a public museum located in Tampere, Finland. It was opened to the public in January 
2017 as one of the museums under the govern of Tampere city’s Museum Centre, Vapriikki. 
Upon its establishment in 2017 FMG archived 100 Finnish games from the years 1862 to 
2015, more than 60 of which are playable for the visitors (Heinonen, 2017, p. 83). In general, 
Vapriikki’s primary target visitors are above 50 years of age – which is the most common 
museum visitors in Finland. However, the Finnish Museum of Games tries to go beyond 
those boundaries. During my visit to FMG, most museum visitors I have witnessed are young 
family visitors in their 30s to 40s accompanied by their children. The museum is also offering 
various public events to encourage young game fan’s visit. Figures 7 – 10 showcase some of 
the noticeable areas of the FMG exhibitio. 
 
The Finnish Museum of Games showcases the Finnish gaming culture in a versatile 




6 “The Finnish Museum of Games” Vapriikki official website 































Figure 7 The Finnish Museum of Games 
  









































Figure 8 The Finnish Museum of Games 
  









































Figure 9 The Finnish Museum of Games “Arcade game area.” 
  









































Figure 10 The Finnish Museum of Games “Nintendo shop.” 
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The Aim of this Thesis 
The primary aim of this thesis is to identify the influence of personal gaming experience and 
nostalgic memories of curators and visitors to the museum’s choice of object and aesthetical 
expressions – by comparing geographically and culturally distanced game museums, FMG 
and NCM. Therefore, this thesis seeks to answer these questions:  
 
 How do the FMG and NCM display games differently in the museum space?  
 How do curators and potential museum visitors’ gaming memories relate to the 
choices of displayed objects and aesthetical expressions in FMG and NCM?  
 How can comics, as a research tool, supplement the study of game museums and 
their potential visitors? 
 
My primary assumption is that personal gaming memories and nostalgia of curators and 
potential museum visitors indeed influence both the game museum’s choices of the object 
and choice of aesthetical expression. Moreover, since South Korea and Finland have 
distinctively different digital gaming history in the 1970s to 1990s7, the exhibitions in FMG 
and NCM are anticipated to be significantly different. 
However, inevitably, limiting the cases only from Finland and South Korea binds this 
research to findings that may be specific to those regions. Considering the increasing 
numbers of game museums and game archives worldwide, the case study of two samples is a 
small number to establish a general proposition. Therefore, I see the potential of this 
approach as an exploratory example. The findings and experiences generated by this research 
will point towards the areas worth investigating in other game museums. 
This thesis also does not address the technical side of game museum operations or 
preservation. Instead, it concentrates on the visual representation of game museums in their 
exhibition space.  
 
7 For example, the dominant digital gaming platform in South Korea in the 1970s to 1990s were IBM clone PCs 
either replicated or imported from Japan. Also, MSX and MSX2 computer architecture strongly influenced 
Korean digital games, including the Korean video gaming console machine Zemmix, released in 1985. In 
contrast, Finland’s digital gaming culture in the 1970s to 1990s was influenced mostly by British or American 
hardware – one of the dominant platforms of which was the Commodore 64, an American personal computer 
released in 1982. 
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Structure of this Thesis 
Following the introduction in Chapter 1, Chapter 2 is dedicated to a literature review and 
discusses the existing research on game museums. 
 
Chapter 3 then describes the particular research method of this thesis; Visual Discourse 
Analysis and Comic-Based Research. The chapter also discusses how these methods were 
strategically combined to deliver the thesis. 
 
Chapter 4 details the data collection process. First, the on-site observation and dialogues at 
FMG and NCM comparing three topics; FMG and NCM’s display of the game ‘Pong’, the 
topic of ‘the origin of the (modern) game,’ and the topic of ‘the timeline of video game 
consoles.’ Second, the collected data were presented as a webcomic to potential museum 
visitors. And the response of those comic readers was documented and analyzed.  
 
Chapter 5 discuss the results of this thesis research and, finally, Chapter 6 concludes the 
thesis by summarizing the results and further questions. 
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Chapter 2. Literature Review: Preserving 
Game and Games as Interactive Media 
This chapter reviews existing academic research on game museums – or game exhibitions 
that are relevant to the establishment of a game museum. Despite the increasing number of 
game museums worldwide in the recent decade, little has been discussed about them in the 
academic scene. Throughout this literature review I have also noticed that the academic 
discussions of the phenomenon of the game museum and their establishments were primarily 
led by engineers, historians, archivists, and librarians. The two primary scholars whose work 
I have reviewed throughout the thesis writing were Prof. Jakko Suominen at Turku 
University, Finland, and Prof. James Newman at Bath Spa University, UK. Both have 
dedicated their recent research to studying digital game preservation, and practices of game 
exhibitions and the conservation of the history of games. Suominen’s research concentrates 
on acknowledging game museums as a heritage institution (Suominen J. , 2008; Suominen, 
Sivula, & Garda, August 2018), including his comprehensive research on game exhibitions 
from the 1990s to early 2010s (Suominen, Reunanen, & Remes, 2015). Newman focuses on 
the dilemma of the originality of game preservation and playful game representation in the 
museum space, also intimately involved with the National Media Museum (UK) on the 
National Videogame Archive project. (Newman, 2004; Newman, 2009; Newman, 2012) 
 
A museum is a non-profit, permanent institution in the service of society and its 
development, open to the public, which acquires, conserves, researches, 
communicates and exhibits the tangible and intangible heritage of humanity and its 
environment for the purposes of education, study and enjoyment (ICOM, 2017). 
 
The formation of the modern museum and their role has been discussed widely throughout 
museum studies. In general, in modern museums, objects are “classified according to what 
are claimed to be ‘scientific’ or ‘objective’ principles, whether they be drawn from notions of 
historical progress, scientific rationality or anthropological analysis” (Bennett, 1995; Rose, 
2016, p. 230) Also, the recent statement from the International Council of Museums 
emphasizes the role of the museum as a heritage institution within the museum community 
(ICOM, 2017). At the same time, museums are also becoming a space where individuals can 
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practice their self-formation. In recent years, museum researchers have been exploring many 
ways to reboot the museum space to become a site that encourages visitors to engage and 
debate (Houlberg Rung, 2008). As such, a growing number of visitor-oriented contemporary 
museums such as science centers, technology or machinery museums, toy, and other 
entertainment-related museums are emerging. 
In regards to the phenomenon of game museums, various researchers have been pointing out 
the preservation of digital games and its environment. Academic debate, exploration, and 
practices to execute this preservation is generally called (digital) game preservation, which 
includes the field of studies of protecting and processing tangible gaming objects (hardware 
and software) as well as implementing the conservational policies to register and categorize 
digital and non-digital games. Digital game preservation is indeed one of the dominant 
discourses that surround the phenomenon of the game museum. (Lowood, et al., 2009; 
StuckeyHelen, SwalwellMalanie, NdalianisAngela, VriesDenis, 2013; Swalwell, 2013) Game 
professionals and researchers have tackled the field of digital game preservation since the 
late 1990s, mainly alarmed by the “obsolescence” of digital games and its disappearance 
(Lowood, et al., 2009, p. 143). Like other modern media in digital format, all digital games 
are only compatible with specific versions of operating systems such as Windows, Mac OS, 
Android, Linux, as such. Moreover, these operating systems function only within specific 
hardware environments and require various other peripherals like a monitor, keyboard, 
computer mouse, controller, and such. How to preserve all these operating systems and the 
environment together, while preserving the condition of digital information inside the volatile 
plastics? What about network-based games such as online games, smartphone games, and 
downloadable content, which regularly update and (at some point) discontinue their services? 
While researchers and conservators are actively engaging on these questions, Nylund points 
out, the “questions of how and when to conserve game remain unanswered” (Nylund, 2017, p. 
33). Suominen argues that “digital games are still in the early stages of the cultural heritage 
process” and therefore, may consider as an emergent heritage (Suominen, Sivula, & Garda, 
August 2018, p. 177).  
Some few digital game preservation practices and projects have inspired the establishment of 
the institution (Lowood, et al., 2009; Newman, 2012; Nylund, 2015), by forming an  
alliance of curator (museum institutional and professional), collector (preservation and 
participatory history), and gamer (player experience) – which Suominen describes as 
“heritage community” (Suominen, Sivula, & Garda, August 2018, p. 191). Some of the 
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known cases of these institutions are National Videogame Museum8 in Texas, and The 
Museum of Art and Digital Entertainment9 in California, which were both initiated by a 
community of private game collectors and restoration technicians. 
It is also essential to address that digital game is an interactive media, which requires a 
different approach in terms of conservation and display techniques in the museum space. The 
meaning of digital games can only indeed emerge from the interactions between players, 
system, and context (Salen & Zimmerman, 2004; Juul, 2011; Stenros, 2015). Therefore, to 
display its interactivity in the museum space is not an easy task, which James Newman 
describes as “digital games simply cannot be conceived of as static objects or texts” while 
pointing out the limitation when displaying the game in the museum space as static objects 
(Newman, 2012). The interactivity of the digital game has naturally positioned the game 
museum and their exhibition space to be significantly similar to the visitor-oriented 
contemporary museums. One of those examples is International Center for the History of 
Electronic Games (ICHEG) in Rochester USA, which is part of The National Museum of 
Play (also known as the “Strong Museum”)10. However, this interactivity inevitably conflicts 
with game museums’ motivation for preserving history, as it involves allowing the public 
visitors to touch and control the displayed museum objects. 
 
It might be difficult to make the case for an archive or museum exhibition of video 
games that included no (playable) games, though we might consider whether this 
difficulty is reflective of extant expectations and taken-for-granted assumptions about 
the ways in which games reveal themselves… (Newman, 2011, p. 122). 
 
As such, the existing studies indicate that the topic of game museum is in between the field of 
digital game preservation and the interactivity of the digital game, which appear to be in 
conflict with each other. Some artists and researchers are exploring ways to reveal the 




10 Strong Museum is a permanent museum dedicated to “play” – with a vast collection of toys, dolls, and other 
entertainment objects. Now the center became one of the biggest game archives in the world, with over 37,000 
items.  
11 “In computing, an emulator is hardware or software that enables one computer system to behave like another 
computer system. An emulator typically enables the host system to run software or use peripheral devices 
designed for the guest system.” (“Emulator” in Wikipedia, 2019) 
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notion that games must play exactly as they once did either with the original hardware or 
reconstructed” (Swalwell, 2013, p. 1). However, the question of whether the emulation and 
reconstruction of retrogame is indeed a constructive and reliable long-term solution that 
satisfies both, the game as an emerging heritage and interactive media, remains unclear. 
 
To summarize, the literature review indicates that discourses around the game museum 
phenomenon were often led with a focus on digital game preservation and game (or game-
like) interactive display in the museums and science centers. The study of digital game 
preservation, alarmed by the obsolescence of digital games, is inspiring the gamers, 
collectors, and researchers to form communities, some of which successfully led to the 
establishments of permanent game museums. The demands for digital game preservation 
counter with the characteristic of game as interactive media. The phenomenon of game 
museums is still a new topic, and a comparative analysis on geographically distance game 
museums have not been conducted prior to this thesis. 
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Chapter 3. Methods: Visual Discourse Analysis 
and Comic-Based Research 
This chapter focuses on the framework of the research methods used in this thesis. The thesis 
was conducted in qualitative multi-methods, linking: 1) Visual Discourse Analysis through 
analyzing the visuals, and 2) Comic-Based Research (CBR) through comic-making and the 
interaction with readers. The reason behind linking these two different methods into one 
thesis is primarily because of my passion being both researcher and comic artist. I wanted to 
find a solution to analyze the game museum phenomenon (visual discourse analysis) while 
supplementing that analysis also by using my very own artistic reflections (comic-based 
research). 
For the visual discourse analysis, I have collected and analyzed the data from on-site 
observations in FMG and NCM and free dialogues with their curators. The data from the 
visual discourse analysis were then used in the CBR phase in scriptwriting and illustration of 
a webcomic. The response of the webcomic readers where documented and analyzed. The 
overall findings from visual discourse analysis phase as well as the CBR phases were then 
put together, compared and analyzed to arrive at acomprehensive conclusion. Figure 11 
illustrates the concept on a high level. 
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Figure 11 Methods used in this thesis 
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Visual Discourse Analysis 
Background: Museum Studies 
The study of museum discourse often involves with researching the discourses that saturate 
institutions and apparatuses to produce their subjects, as museums and galleries process the 
power to collect, conserve, to exhibit and to interpret the history (Alexander, 1979). Hooper-
Greenhill explains the power of museum as follows: 
 
The museum is a museological institution in which museum messages are created. (…) 
The museum message of the exhibition is realized only in the communication time and 
'availability' of the exhibition to the audience (Hooper-Greenhill, 1992, p. 30). 
 
Among various indicators, in this thesis, I have specifically concentrated on the visuals with a 
concentration of the museum message created by them. Visual Discourse Analysis 
concentrates on the documentation of what visual technologies of display are used in the 
institution; including – but not limited to – textural and visual technologies of interpretation 
(Rose, 2016, pp. 237-244). Analyzing the visual materials for discourse analysis is, according 
to Gillian Rose, to look into “(the) production by, and their reiteration of, particular 
institutions and their practices, and their production of particular human subjects” (Rose, 
2016, p. 220). It begins with the acknowledgment of archives as “one sort of institution” 
(Rose, 2016, p. 228), and critically looking into what is shown, displayed, and classified – or 
what is not. (Hooper-Greenhill, 1992, p. 7). Game museum also has the power to choose and 
curate. Therefore, the Visual Discourse Analysis in this thesis aim to first acknowledge the 
displayed objects within the game museum space and then critically question those choices. 
 
Comparing the FMG and NCM Spaces Through Observation and Dialogues 
Among various practices to conduct a visual discourse analysis, I have concentrated on on-
site observation and dialogues with the game museum curators. The on-site observation is a 
useful tool to investigate the current status of FMG and NCM, concentrating on what is 
shown in the museum space. This also allowed having dialogues with the curators which 
allow digging up the reasonings and dialogues on how those games are selected, or not 
selected, for the museum’s display.  
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The sessions of on-site observation were performed at NCM in 13-15th of October 2017, and 
10th – 16th of January 2018 in FMG. Below are the questions that I have concentrated on 
during the on-site observation – following Rose’s guideline on how to investigate the visuals 
of the museum’s display (Rose, 2016).  
 
 What is shown in the objects? 
 Is it interactive or non-interactive? 
 What is constructed (or decorated) around the objects? 
 What relationship is established between the constructions (or decorations) with the 
artifact?  
 How can the visitors find (or reach) the display in the exhibition space? 
 
The findings of the on-site observation, with a concentration of above questions, were 
documented through photographs, notes, and sketches, an example of which is shown in 
Figure 12.  
 
 
Figure 12 Example of note taken during the on-site observation in FMG 
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Free dialogues with the curators of NCM and FMG also provided valuable data for this thesis. 
The curators are, in a general sense, the persons who represent the space behind the museum 
exhibition and handle the classification schemes that structure how the public display areas 
are put into practice (Rose, 2016, p. 182). They are the individuals who create the exhibition, 
craft the museum message and interpret the selected museum material.Hooper-Greenhill 
describes the curator as “he/she articulates the exhibition space and contextualizes the 
museum reality” (Hooper-Greenhill, 2006, p. 31). The influence of curators is significant in 
game museums as the majority of them are, due to the museum’s short history, still likely to 
be the very founding members of the museum – as is the case for NCM and FMG. These 
curators are the ones who first drafted and classified the conservation policy, made the 
decision of which games to present in the permanent exhibition, and in what aesthetical way 
– along with the game museum’s establishment. Because of this, investigating the motivation 
of the museum’s curators provides vital clues of the cultural message that the museum seeks 
to deliver. The list of two (2) curators from each museum who participated in the dialogue for 
this thesis are as listed in the Table 1.  
 
Table 1 List of curators collaborated to this thesis  
Name Role and Responsibilities Achievements 
Yunah Choi Director & founding member of 
Nexon Computer Museum 
Led NCM’s founding process 
Selected and curated the permanent exhibition 
in NCM. 
Sang-Gon Woo Archivist & founding member of 
Nexon Computer Museum 
Established NCM’s conservation procedures 
and is currently a primary technician of the 
museum. 
Niklas Nylund Researcher & founding member of 
the Finnish Museum of Games 
Led FMG’s founding procedures 
Wrote and curated the permanent exhibition in 
FMG. 
Mikko Heinonen Founding member of the Finnish 
Museum of Games 
Led FMG’s founding procedures 
A primary donor and technical advisor to 
various displayed objects in FMG 
 
The Topics for the Comparison 
In order to compare the geographically distanced game museums and their choices of object 
and aesthetic expressions, it was essential to collect the research data cohesively and 
consistently between both FMG and NCM for a fair comparison. Also, it was necessary to 
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narrow down the scope of the samples, as all possible data collected within two permanent 
game museums is too broad to be analyzed in a single thesis. Therefore, I selected a total of 
three topics for comparison, structured around most commonly discussed historical events or 
concepts in the gaming history. 
 
1. The display of the game “Pong,” 
2. The display of the topic of “the origin of the (modern) game,” and  
3. The display of the topic of “the timeline of video game console generations.”  
 
The photographs, notes and sketches from the on-site observation were gathered and 
categorized around these three topics. During the conversation with the curators, I also 
combined the topic-specific questions to efficiently gather the curators’ thoughts and 
motivations behind the curatorial decisions. The table below summarizes the topics and the 
pre-assumption for each of these topics. Motivations and a detailed description of each topic 
are provided in the next pharagraphs. 
  
Table 2 Topic of comparison 
No. Topic Pre assumption 
1 
The display of the object, the game 
“Pong” 
Identical choice of the object and aesthetical 
expressions 
2 
The display of the topic of “the 
origin of the (modern) game” 
Different choice of object(s) but similar aesthetical 
expressions 
3 
The display of the topic of “the 
timeline of video game console 
generations” 
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Topic #1: The Display of the Game “Pong” 
 
 
Figure 13 The original Pong in-game screenshot12 
 
The game “Pong” was initially released in 1972, developed and published by the American 
gaming company Atari. It is one of the few games that are displayed at both FMG and NCM. 
Comparing the aesthetical expression of Pong in FMG and NCM – looking for either 
similarities or differences – likely provides interesting insights of these two game museums. 
The pre-assumption is that the game would be displayed in quite a similar manner in both 
FMG and NCM as the object is a well-known game that is identical regardless of the regional 
differences. 
 
The game is a two-dimensional sports game that simulates table tennis13 (see Figure 13) and 
is generally known as the first digital game to gain commercial success and reach mainstream 
popularity. It is thus considered as one of the iconic figures in the digital gaming history. 
Pong was initially released as a coin-operated arcade machine, often played at various 
commercial areas such as bars and supermarkets. After its huge commercial success, vast 
numbers of Pong games were released throughout the years; including Home Pong (1974) 
which allowed gamers to play Pong at home. In this thesis, in order to avoid confusion, both 




12 Wikipedia. Screenshot of PONG from the Atari Arcade Hits #1 software title released Hasbro Interactive - a 
conversion of the original 1972 Atari Pong. Image uploaded by Bumm13. The image is available in the public 
domain. 
13 “Pong” Wikipedia, 2019 
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Topic #2: The Display of the Topic of “the Origin of the (Modern) Game” 
In this part I anticipate looking into the choice of objects in FMG and NCM regarding the 
topic of ‘the origin of the (modern) game.’ This topic concentrates on whether the two 
museums have chosen the same or different objects for the same topic – and to investigate the 
reasons behind their choices. The pre-assumption is that FMG and NCM would have made a 
different choice in objects, but fairly similar aesthetical expression. The reasoning for this 
assumption is that the analytical separation of the concepts of game, play, and playfulness are 
from complex cultural constructs (Stenros, 2015, pp. 14-15). As such, there’s no ‘right 
answer’ to what is the ‘origin’ of the (modern) game, and it is one of the controversial topics 
amongst game historians and game ontologists, which likely reflects in the museums’ choice 
of presentation. 
It is a general belief in the European academic scene that the study of the game is the study of 
both digital and non-digital game system (Waern, 2012, p. 3). This perspective concentrates 
on the structure, interaction, and rules of the game to identify what makes the game different 
from play. Game ontologist Jesper Juul detailed the concept of the game as (Juul, 2011): 
  
 A rule-based formal system 
 With variable and quantifiable outcomes 
 Where different outcomes are assigned different values 
 Where the player exerts effort in order to influence the outcome 
 Where the player feels emotionally attached to the outcome 
 Where the consequences of the activity are optional and negotiable  
 
But the same concept is understood differently across the earth, like in the Korean language 
and its interpretation of the word “게임 (gae-im)” –which I have briefly described in the 
proloue of this thesis. Due to a lack of corresponding vocabulary to fully translate the English 
term “game,” Koreans naturally adopted a loan word from English, but with a liberal 
interpretation14. Unlike English the word “gae-im” is often conceptualized, in both academics 
and mainstream media, as a digital game and digital game only – it is considered something 
 
14 The Korean language is one of the most difficult languages for native English speakers to learn, and vice 
versa. The Foreign Service Institute (FSI) categorized Korean as level 5 (out of the scale of 1-5) which requires 
minimum of 88 weeks (2200 hours) for native English speakers to reach proficiency in speaking and reading. 
Due to this reason, translating between these two languages often involves a liberal approach,  as literal 
interpretation are difficult. 
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that was imported from Western society, sometimeduring the post-cologinal era, separated 
from traditional play “놀이(Nori)”. A statement from South Korean game researcher Kyum-
Seop Kim, in literal translation, “Digital ‘gae-im’ is, in fact, a part of a bigger concept of 
game (or play).” (Kim, 2012, p. 112) reflects this translational confusion.  
Therefore, the pre-assumption for this topic is that FMG and NCM have likely selected 
different objects to display the topic of ‘the origin of the (modern) game’ but with a similar 
approach for sthetical expression that represents old and traditional value. 
 
Topic #3: The Display of the Timeline of Video Game Console Generations 
A video game console is a computer device that outputs a video signal or visual image to 
display a video game that one or more people can play15. The timeline of video game 
consoles, or commonly known as ‘video game console generations,’ is the historical 
categorization that is commonly accepted by both gamers and historians. Since the 1970s, 
gamers have classified and categorized video game consoles in chronological  order, 
denoting “generations” depending on the hardware performances, publisher, release year and 
target market. Figure 14 gives on overview of this timeline. This became a universal 
classification amongst both the gaming industry and academics. While Topic #2 (the origin 
of the modern game) compares the two game museums’ choices on concept with unique 
cultural interpretations, Topic #3 is concerned with the institutions’ interpretation of a 
universally accepted historical indicator. So the pre-assumption is that both FMG and NCM 
would display an identical choice of objects but may have a different aesthetical expression – 











15 “Video game console” Wikipedia, 2019 
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Figure 14 The timeline of video game consoles in the chart16 
  
 
16 “Video Game Console” Wikipedia, 2019 
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Comic-Based Research 
The data collected through discourse analysis were then processed for further analysis by use 
of CBR (Comic-Based Research); implementing a comic-making process and engaging with 
the readers as part of the thesis research. The reason why I have chosen CBR was mostly 
based on my artistic expertise - my experience and skillsets in comic-making. The idea to 
make use of CBR gradually grew while I was interacting with the curators at FMG and NCM 
during the research. From there, I have decided to create a webcomic series solely dedicated 
to this thesis, hoping to look deeper into the musems’ cultural message through visualization, 
and ultimately familiarizing myself with this recently introduced research method. 
 
Background for Comic-Based Research 
CBR is one of the subsidiary manifestations of the Art-Based Research  (ABR) 
methodology, a transdisciplinary approach that “combines the tenets of the creative arts in 
research contexts” (Leavy, 2018, p. 3). In the process of designing the method for this thesis I 
came to acknowledge my interest in using the art-making process, along with the interaction 
and the participation of the readers, as part of the research process. This naturally led to my 
choice of ABR; as the method of ABR concentrates on using the arts as a foundation for 
creating expressive forms that enlighten (Barone, 2011, p. 21).  
 
(ABR is) Effective to describe, explore, or discover, or that require attention to 
processes (Leavy, 2018, p. 9). 
  
Various artistic tools can be used in ABR, with vast examples from the literary forms (essays, 
short stories, novellas, novels, experimental writing, scripts, screenplays, poetry, parables); 
performative forms (music, songs, dance, creative movement, theatre); “visual art 
(photography, drawing, painting, collage, installation art, three- dimensional (3-D) art, 
sculpture, comics, quilts, needlework); audiovisual forms (film, video); multimedia forms 
(graphic novels), and multimethod forms (combining two or more art forms)” (Leavy, 2018, 
p. 3). Among these, CBR is a broad set of practices that use the comics form to collect, 
analyze, and disseminate scholarly research (Kuttner, Sousanis, & Weaver-Hightower, 2017, 
p. 397). For me, drawings of a caricature and comic figures of my life, friends and families, 
society and the surroundings were part of my life for many years. Therefore, comic making 
(from scriptwriting to illustration) has always been my tool for learning and self-expressing. 
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Therefore, it was natural for me to be drawn by the explorative and new research approach of 
CBR.  
A comic is, as described by critically acclaimed comic artist and researcher Scott McCloud, 
“juxtaposed pictorial and other images in deliberate sequence, intended to convey 
information and to produce an aesthetic response in the viewer” (McCloud, 1993, p. 9). 
Moreover, comics have been widely and effectively used to promote learning and 
understanding (Short, Randolph-Seng, & McKenny, 2013; Syma & Weiner, 2013; Kuttner, 
Sousanis, & Weaver-Hightower, 2017; Nalu & Bliss, 2011). From there, CBR is a 
combination of a range of disciplinary, methodological, and epistemological approaches that 
aim to refine, define and therefore enhance various artistic and academic uses of this medium 
(Kuttner, Sousanis, & Weaver-Hightower, 2017, p. 401). CBR researchers point out that their 
experiences of the process of making comics also served as a form of analysis – a practical, 
flexible form for communicating research findings and concepts to a wide audience; making 
CBR particularly useful for narrative approaches to research (Kuttner, Sousanis, & Weaver-
Hightower, 2017, pp. 397-398). One of the widely known examples of CBR is the works of 
Prof. Nick Sousanis and his Ph.D. dissertation Unflattening (2014). His work, which is set in 
a comic form of the academic research paper, is an experiment of visual thinking, an inquiry 
into the ways of how humans construct knowledge.  
 
Comic Making in this Thesis 
I have developed a webcomic series titled “A Brief History of Digital Play: Season 3” solely 
for this thesis research, both in English and Korean language. Figure 15 shows an excerpt of 
one of the comics in both languages as an example. Photographs, notes, and sketches 
gathered during the on-site observations and dialogues with the curators were used as a 
resource. The curators from NCM and FMG were both aware that the contents of the 
museum exhibitions and their stories will be illustrated as a comic and published for general 
audiences. During the comic-making process, I have concentrated on condensing the data 
into visual storytelling, turning exhibition contents in FMG and NCM into enjoyable 
narrative. Gradually and naturally, the process of comic making allowed me to critically think 
and rethink the exhibitions of FMG and NCM – revealing the messages beneath the surface 
of the museum space.  
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Figure 15 A partial screenshot of “A Brief History of Digital Play: Season 3” episode no.1, in English 
(right) and Korean (left) – ‘introducing NCM and FMG.’ 
 
 
Interaction With the Readers 
The webcomic “A Brief History of Digital Play: Season 3” was published bi-weekly through 
online social media platforms Facebook and Tapas. Prior to this thesis research, previous 
series of “A Brief History of Digital Play” (Seasons 1 and 2), which concentrated on 
introducing the historical digital games and computers, have accumulated online subscribers 
over two years. As of January 2018, just before the thesis research began, the comic already 
had a total of 551 subscribers. These accumulated subscribers became the primary readers of 
“A Brief History of Digital Play: Season 3.” I have also considered these 551 online 
subscribers as a potential FMG and NCM visitors; for those who showed constant interest in 
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the history of games, would likely be keen to visit the game museum – but may not yet do so 
due to geographical distance.  
Both online social media platforms, Facebook and Tapas, allow the readers to comment, 
share and “like” the comic, giving them opportunity to show their interest and thoughts freely. 
I have compared these “comments” from my comic readers with the objects in FMG and 
NCM to understand the potential museum visitor’s expectation towards a game museum. I 
also reflected on the readers’ responses to previous comics while creating the next episodes 
on a bi-weekly basis – which enables the participatory aspect of Comic-Based Research. 
Later I have also employed a quantitative method and collected simple statistics of the views, 
shares, and likes for each episode to observe differences in trends. However, I have not 
profiled the comic readers (for example, their gender and age) as those information are likely 
not critical for this thesis. To conclude this chapter, Figure 16 illustrates the methodology 
employed in this thesis in a visual form – as a comic. 
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Figure 16 My artistic representation, in comic format, of the methodology used in this thesis 
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Chapter 4. Research Observations, Findings, 
and Results 
Stepping Into the Museum Space 
This chapter presents the findings gathered during the Visual Discourse Analysis phase, 
conducted via on-site observations and dialogues. According to the methods described in the 
previous chapter, data were gathered for three distinct topics of comparison which I will 
separately discuss in the following.  
 
Topic #1: The Display of the Game “Pong” 
In this chapter I have analyzed the choice of aesthetical expression between FMG and NCM 
by comparing how they display the identical object of the game “Pong”. 
 
As discussed in Chapter 4, the game Pong is one of the iconic figures of the modern digital 
gaming industry. Both NCM and FMG are using a significant amount of museum space to 
display the game – as well as the museums’ marketing flyer, website, and press releases.  
 
Developed by Atari in 1972, Pong is known for its critical role on video game history 
as well as its influence on mainstream popular culture. (…) The market success of 
Pong-inspired the birth of the video game industry and its culture. (Nexon Computer 
Museum, 2018) 
 
In NCM, the game Pong is displayed in the front corner of the B1 floor “Special Stage” 
exhibition, a space that is dedicated to “critically acclaimed arcade games17 – the games that 
still (..) inspire people’s passion and imagination.” (Nexon Computer Museum, 2018) The 
exhibition space is constructed in a way to resemble Korean arcade stores from the 1980s, 
with dim light, dark and secretive atmosphere as shown in Figure 17 and 18. The exhibition 
room in NCM is able to accommodate up to 50 people at once, and often various arcade 
game events for the public are held during weekends and holiday seasons. Most of the games 
that are being displayed in “Special Stage” are available to be played freely during the 
 
17 An arcade game or coin-op is a coin-operated entertainment machine typically installed in public businesses 
such as restaurants, bars and amusement arcades (Wikipedia, 2019). 
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museum’s opening hours. However, the game Pong is available to play only during a 
designated time, under supervision of the museum staff. NCM Choi explained that this was 
mainly due to assure the safety of the object. “It is inevitable decision” she claimed, that the 
museum must place a stationary personnel next to Pong in order to keep away the visitors 
who might break the game controller. (Y. Choi, personal communication, 13 Oct 2017) 
 
Curators of NCM said that they had no experience of playing or seeing Pong in the 1970s. 
Because the original Pong game did not reach Korean market in the early days. Yunah Choi, 
the director of NCM, explained that she never played Pong when she was young, but only 
much later in her lifetime. She also expressed a lack of a historical record of Korean gaming 
culture between the 1960s to 1970s. The purpose of displaying the game Pong, for her, was 
not about nostalgia but to “remember (honor) the innovations and imaginations of early game 
developers and the birth of the digital game industry”. She also described that the economic 
and social success of those founders of Nexon is “the greatest success story of the Korean 
entertainment industry” (Y. Choi, personal communication, 13 Oct 2017). Also, because there 
was no original Pong arcade machine imported or manufactured in Korea at the time, it was 
an inevitable choice for NCM to display the game with a reconstructed replica. However, the 
replication is quite different from the original arcade. Its monitor and control panel – the 
hardware of the object – are much wider and advanced, its game software is being emulated 
on a Microsoft Windows operating system-based PC. Only the silver-colored rounded shape 
game control panel, which visitors of NCM can touch and interact with, are loosely 
resembling the historical artifact. Figure 19 compares original controller and the museum|s 
replica. 
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Figure 17 Pong displayed at B1 exhibition area in NCM 
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Figure 18 Surroundings of Pong exhibition in NCM 
 




Figure 19 The original Pong arcade control panel18 (top) and the Pong arcade control panel in 
NCM (bottom) 
 
FMG is displaying the home version Pong (commonly known as “Home Pong”) from the 
early 1980s inside their “Game Room” area. The reason behind this choice of objects was 
that, like Korea, the arcade version of Pong did not reach Finnish mainstream during the 
1970s. However, Home Pong received wide popularity amongst Finnish households in the 
early 1980s. In contrast to NCM, the game Pong is freely is available for the public to play 
anytime during the museum’s opening hours without the presence of on-site staff. The 
visitors can also touch and use all Christmas-themed decorations surrounding the game 
device and TV, without any special instructions. 
 
The simple tennis game Pong was the first successful coin-operated digital game. (…) 
Pelikonepeijoonit purchased the machine in a very poor condition, and it has been 
restored with the help of funds from the crowdfunding campaign for the Finnish 
Museum of Games. (Vapriikki, 2018) 
 
The display of Pong in FMG is concentrated on reviving the warm and bright atmosphere, 
decorated with various Finnish household items from the 1970s to early 1980s (shown in 
Figures 20 – 22). Most of these surrounding installments has little to no relation with the 
gameplay of Pong itself; Christmas cards, Christmas tree, Santa Claus figures, Finnish 
cooking books, phone books, wooden TV shelve, sports cards and flags. The only correlation 
 
18 Photo from Wikipedia, 2019 
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between these decorations with Pong is the fact that they are both from the late 1970s to mid-
1980s. Niklas Nylund, the researcher of FMG, explained that the choice of these surrounding 
decorations was a “natural process” for him and other founding members who were involved 
in curation and exhibition design, as it was based on how they “remember Pong from 
childhood” (N. Nylund, personal communication, 10 January, 2018). This feeling of nostalgia 
was also observed during the on-site observation, when the museum staff of FMG introduced 
some of those installments, especially the Finnish cooking card set, as ‘the most Finnish 
household item you can find’ and how much it resembles ‘the old days’. 
 
 
Figure 20 Pong exhibition at FMG 
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Figure 21 Surroundings of Pong exhibition in FMG 
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Figure 22 Finnish cooking book and phone number books, displayed next to the Pong game in 
FMG. 
 
The findings above show how much NCM and FMG differently display the identical object 
Pong. This indicates that game museums have a diverse perspective on interpreting identical 
historic events. In NCM, the game Pong is displayed in reconstructed form, separated from 
other surrounding objects. The replicated game Pong has little visual resemblance with the 
original game machine. The curators of NCM were not emotionally attached to the game 
Pong, with little to no experience or knowledge about the game during their childhood. They 
have decided to display the game in the exhibition due to the game’s worldwide commercial 
success outside of Korea. In FMG, the curators had personal attachments, a sense of nostalgia, 
and self reflection through the game Pong (Home Pong, specifically). They have 
consequently decided to decorate the exhibition with various items, based on how the Finnish 
household must have looked like in the late-1970s to early-1980s, according to their personal 
memories on the past. 
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Topic #2: The Display of the Topic of “the Origin of the(Modern) Game” 
To answer this question, I looked into what objects FMG and NCM chose to represent the 
origin of the (modern) game.  
The object representing the origin of the modern game chosen by NCM is the Apple I 
computer. First released in 1976 in the USA, each handcrafted by Steve Wozniak and Steve 
Jobs, the Apple I computer is regarded as one of the first personal computers to support 
keyboard input and video output. (Nexon Computer Museum, 2014) The description and 
photographs of the Apple I computer are widely exposed in NCM’s website, publications and 
press releases, described as the most important and highlighted artifact in their collection.19 
Figure 23 is one of the photographs that NCM uses to promote the artifact. Acquired from a 
Sotheby's auction in the 15th June 2012, NCM describes their Apple I computer collection as 




Figure 23 Apple I computer archived in NCM 
 
The Apple I computer is located at NCM’s 1st-floor exhibition “Welcome Stage.” To 
understand how the Apple I computer is displayed in NCM, we first need to look into the 
overall layout of this exhibition. The “Welcome Stage” has the secondary title “Computer as 
Theatre” which was named after Brenda Laurel’s book Computer as Theatre (Laurel, 1993) 
as the book inspired curator Choi and her exhibition team for the design of the exhibition 
layout (Y. Choi, personal communication, 13 Oct 2017). It is segmented into five different 
zones; the input & output zone, the graphics zone, the CPU zone, the sound zone, and the 
 
19 According to the descriptions on NCM website, social media and on-site flyers. 
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internet (network) zone – each representing the core functions of digital computers20, marked 
with white lines and text on the floor as shown in Figure 24. The “Welcome Stage” 
exhibition space begins with a tunnel (see Figure 26) after which the first section of the 
exhibition to welcome the visitors is the input & output zone. The zone is composed of 
various displays of keyboards and computer mice, as well as two interactive exhibits; a facial 
recognition system and a virtual laser keyboard, both of which are freely available for visitors 
to interact with – as it shown in Figure 25. According to NCM, it was purposely placed there 
to provide a “strong first impression of the museum experience” to the visitors (S. Woo, 
personal communication, 13 October, 2017).  
The position of the Apple I computer display in NCM, however, appears oddly disconnected 
from the visitor’s flow. The visitors must turn to the opposite direction from the highly 
interactive display objects (the input zone, and its facial recognition and virtual keyboard) in 
order to observe the Apple I computer. As shown in Figure 27, the computer is in a fixed 
glass container, thus untouchable and non-interactive. The computer is also not part of any 
zone; but located on the edge between the input & output zone and the CPU zone, isolated 
from both sides. Another interesting observation is the loose connection between the Apple I 
computer with the history of the digital game. The Apple I computer is indeed capable of 
operating simple digital games from the 1970s, but it is generally regarded as a multi-purpose 
computer for personal use and mass distribution, not a dedicated gaming device; which is 
also addressed by NCM’s own museum book “Computer, an Idea that Changed the World.” 
(Nexon Computer Museum, 2014) There is also no historical evidence that the Apple I was 
imported to Korea or even operated by Korean before it was acquired by NCM.  
Curators of NCM also said that the process of Apple I computer’s acquisition was more of a 
strategical choice, rather than obtaining historical evidence. The choice of Apple I computer 
was part of the NCM’s effort to distance the museum from South Korea’s sociopolitical 
criticism towards digital game addiction. NCM curators were concerned that the topic of 
digital game addiction is one of the most highly controversial discourses among South 
Korean academia. The criticism eventually led to the enactment of the “Shutdown Law21 in 
 
20 Each zone and its installation layout was originally planed and designed by the IT preservation department of 
NCM, a group of former game developers, museum archivists, researchers and exhibition architects. 
21 Effective since 2011, The Youth Protection Revision Act (henceforth, “Shutdown Law”) of South Korea 
forbids children under the age of sixteen to play online video games between the hours of 00:00 and 06:00. It 
led to a highly debated controversy, as the enforcement of the law ineviteably requires corporations and 
authorities to collect private information of online game users. 
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the year 2011, just prior to the time when NCM’s establishment project was under its way. 
Inevitably the founding process of NCM and its exhibition design process was influenced by 
this new legislation (Y. Choi, personal communication, 13 Oct 2017). In 2012, NCM 
acquired the original Apple I computer and confirmed the museum’s name as Nexon 
‘Computer’ Museum, despite the fact that the museum’s primary collections are digital game 
devices and software. Nexon, the South Korean game publishing company as well as the 
sponsor of NCM, and the museum’s founding executives expected that this decision would 
help NCM “not being undervalued or neglected from the public and academic” and therefore 
“truly be able to showcase the value of the digital game” (Y. Choi, personal communication, 
13 Oct 2017). 
 
  
Figure 24 Zone markings on the “Welcome Stage” 
 
  
Figure 25 A group of young visitors is experiencing the facial recognition system and the virtual 
laser keyboard demo at the 1st-floor exhibition area in NCM 
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Figure 26 The entrance tunnel of NCM - 1st-floor “Welcome Stage” exhibition area. 
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Figure 27 Apple I computer in “Welcome Stage” 
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Compared to NCM with its several stages, FMG has only one exhibition as a total which is 
displayed in a linear structure – the visitors can only move in one direction. The flow of the 
exhibition is chronlogically inversed, with the artifacts near the entrance being more recent 
and older games being in the later parts of the exhibition. FMG’s choice of object to display 
the origin of the (modern) game therefore is the last artifact displayed the exhibition space. It 
is the board game “Lustfärd till Aavasaksa (Huvimatka Aavasaksaan in Finnish, Pleasure 
Trip to Avasaksa in English” released in 186222, a picture of which is shown in Figure 28. 
The game is set in various geographical regions in Finland involving stories and simple dice 
throwing-based rules.  
 
 
Figure 28 Lustfärd till Avasaka and its guide book23 
 
Niklas Nylund, the researcher of FMG, explained that Lustfärd till Avasaksa is one of the 
oldest objects that they have and considered as “the ‘origin’ and therefore ‘conclusion’ part 
of the entire exhibition” which visitors must go through in order to exit FMG (N. Nylund, 
personal communication, 10 January, 2018). The game is displayed inside a solid casing and 
non-interactively (see Figure 29). There are also several other artifacts displayed next to 
Lustfärd till Avasaksa, also all sealed in brown colored wall cases. All of these neighboring 
artifacts are, like Lustfärd till Avasaksa, from Finland and have close ties with Finnish 
history and traditions – for example, the board game “Sampo” (1904), a game based written 
around one of the most popularly known Finnish epics. The casing of Lustfärd till Avasaksa 
and these early Finnish board games are decorated with several paintings which appear to be 
 
22 The game was made in Finland and was illustrated by Swedish-Finnish artist Hilda Olson and therefore more 
known by its Swedish title. The game archived and displayed in FMG is the Swedish edition of the game. 
23 Photograph from Wikipedia, 2019 
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also from 18th to 19th century Finland as shown in Figures 30 and 31. All of these objects are 
non-interactive. 
Nylund described this area as evidence of “how the game is becoming understood by the 
Finnish society.” For him, the exhibition of Pong and Lustfärd till Avasaksa is one of the 
evidence that “proves that the game has been with us all along – and how many of us grew up 
playing games” (N. Nylund, personal communication, 10 January, 2018). He addressed that 
gaming culture was not accepted in the mainstream Finnish society in the Commodore era – 
from the mid-1980s to early 1990s – but rather uncommon and “rebellious”. However, “with 
a recent effort from both academic and public sectors,” Finland began to recognize the game 
as both a positive economic and cultural phenomenon (N. Nylund, personal communication, 
10 January, 2018). Mikko Heinonen, one of the founding members of FMG, described how 
the city of Tampere and Suomi10024, contributed to the establishment of FMG. According to 
Heinonen, FMG’s founding process traces back to the year 1999, when three private game 
collectors, Mikko Heinonen, Ville-Viekko Heinonen, and Manu Pärssinen, launched the 
Pelikoneoeijoonit website (M. Heinonen, personal communication, 10 January, 2018). Their 
efforts attracted temporary (short-term) exhibitions in trade fairs. The exhibition later 
collaborated also with the Game Research Lab of Tampere (at the University of Tampere) in 
2012. They began to discuss initiating a crowdfunding project to make a permanent 
exhibition of games. “Then we got in touch with the deputy of the city of Tampere,” he said, 
“who also turned out to be a fan of games” (M. Heinonen, personal communication, 10 
January, 2018). From there, as Heinonen recalls, the founding process of FMG escalated 
from a small goal to make a permanent exhibition of games into a municipality-scale project 
of creating a permanent museum and collection about Finland's game history (M. Heinonen, 
personal communication, 10 January, 2018). In 2014, the FMG project design team25 
initiated the crowdfunding page for the FMG and within six months successfully gathered 
1,100 backers with a total of 85,860 EUR (Suominen, Sivula, & Garda, August 2018). Major 
Finnish game companies also stepped in as contributors, as well as public funds granted by 
the City of Tampere’s Museum Services and the Avoin Tampere Program (N. Nylund, 
personal communication, 10 January, 2018). As such, FMG’s founding process involved 
various collaborations with the public sector and the national Suomi 100 event. 
 
24 A nation-wide public events happened in Finland around the year of 2017, to celebrate the 100th anniversary 
of Finnish independence. 
25 Mikko Heinonen, Ville-Veikko Heinonen, Manu Pärssinen, Outi Penninkangas, Annakaisa Kultima, Tuija 
Lindén and Niklas Nylund 
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Figure 29 The display of Lustfärd till Avasaksa and description. 
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Figure 30 The display area of early board games from Finland. 
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Figure 31 The display of Aapeli (left) and Chesmac (right), displayed in plain white casings. 
Both are one of the first digital gaming devices from Finland.  
 
To summarize, the findings from FMG and NCM display of the topic ‘the origin of the 
modern game’ reflect that sociopolitical events do influence the choice of objects in the game 
museums.  
In NCM, the Apple I computer is displayed as the critical figure of the beginning of the 
(modern) game and thus the most valuable objects within the museum collection. However, 
the display technique of the Apple I computer is positioned away from the main visitor flow – 
separated from other surrounding interactive objects. The legislation from 2011 that regulates 
digital games and occurred just around the time of NCM’s establishment, influenced the 
museum’s strategical choice of objects greatly. The curators of NCM strategically named the 
museum a ‘computer museum’ and placed the multi-purpose personal computer the Apple I 
as their primary object – instead of gaming-purpose devices or software.  
In FMG, a group of Finnish board games, old paintings, and other decorative figures 
represent the origin of games. The museum’s correlation with the national project of 
celebrating Suomi 100 (the 100th anniversary of Finnish independence) during its 
establishment influenced the FMG’s primary choices of objects and aesthetical expression. 
Consequently, the museum is concentrating on the Finnish nationality; games that were 
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played or developed by Finnish people. I have also noticed that FMG curators were keen on 
expressing their thoughts about the positive aspects of gaming culture in Finnish society. 
They also show a deep appreciation towards Finnish government, companies and people who 
engaged with the museum’s founding process and were eager to link the modern digital 
games with Finland’s traditional board games. 
 
 
Topic #3: The Display of the Timeline of Video Game Console Generations 
For this section, I looked into how FMG and NCM are displaying the concept of video game 
console generations – also known as “the timeline of video game consoles,” which is a 
universally accepted historical categorization amongst game fans and researchers. Both NCM 
and FMG are displaying the timeline of video game consoles, with a similar set of objects. 
However, the way they address the interactivity showed unique characteristics of these 
museums. 
The timeline of video game consoles in NCM is at the 2nd-floor exhibition area “Open Stage: 
NCM Library.” As it describes, the area is an open library format with bookshelves and desks, 
with hundreds of game cartridges, CDs and package boxes, game magazines, and console 
machines. Most of these objects were acquired or donated by Korean collectors, including the 
very founding members of NCM and Nexon (S. Woo, personal communication, 13 October, 
2017).  
 
As part of Nexon Computer Museum’s preservation project, NCM Library archives 
all game-related experiences with a vast collection of retro home video consoles (…) 
the library offers a wide range of multiple acquired gaming devices open for visitors 
to play. (Nexon Computer Museum, 2018) 
 
A total of seven video game consoles and one gaming PC are available for visitors to play; 
each one representing a generation of video game console machines from first generation 
(1972-1979) to seventh-generation (2005–2012), and network-based gaming platforms from 
the mid-2000s. One of their examples of displaying the console is shown in Figure 32. Each 
of these video game devices are playable with 5~10 video game titles each, while the 
remaining collection is kept secured inside glass cases (Figure 33). Archivist Woo from 
NCM explained that he regularly updates those playable 5~10 game titles at least once in 
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every quarter. The selection process of these game titles is managed by the curating team, 
under the supervision of the museum director (S. Woo, personal communication, 13 October, 
2017). He also described that the selection process of these playable game titles is first 
guided by his “personal memories and interests” while the supervision is somewhat 
concerning “museum branding and public relations; making sure that it does not discriminate 
or touch any sensitive topics” (S. Woo, personal communication, 13 October, 2017). NCM 
also tries to ensure both interactivity and historic conservation in the “Open Stage: NCM 
Library.” Their archive policy, drafted by Woo and other conservatory staffs in NCM, 
specifies that playable game consoles and cartridges in the “Open Stage: NCM Library” must 
have at least one copy stored in the museum storage – making sure that at least one original 
copy of the game software and hardware is secure. For NCM, this is “to ensure the museum’s 
role as a historical institution” (S. Woo, personal communication, 13 October, 2017). NCM is 
also making sure that there are at least 1-2 on-site staff stationary in the “Open Stage: NCM 
Library” area during opening hours, assuring the safety and condition of the interactive 
hardware. These on-site staffs are also responsible for providing verbal instructions and help 
to visitors. For example, guiding young visitors on how to operate three-decades-old game 
cartridges. During the on-site observation, visitors tended to play the games in multiplayer 
(see Figure 34) and expressed that the representation of the timeline of video game consoles 
in NCM reminds them of “going to PC-room (or PC-bang in Korean26) together with friends” 
during their childhood. 
 
  
Figure 32 The display of 5th generation video game console NCM  
 
26 A PC-bang is a type of LAN gaming center where patrons can play multiplayer computer games for an 
hourly fee. (Wikipedia, 2019) 
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Figure 33 A closer look at NCM’s “Open Stage: NCM Library.” 
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Figure 34 Visitors playing video games in multiplay in the NCM 2nd floor “Open Stage: NCM 
Library.” 
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The timeline of video game consoles in FMG is displayed in the multi-purpose area, all 
artifacts in a non-interactive status. The video game consoles are mounted on the wall, on top 
of a wall painting that resembles a tree – the family tree of video game consoles. Figures 35 – 
37 show this exhibition. Each color of the bushes represent which companies manufactured 
or distributed the machines, with the video game consoles from the same company grouped 
per color. The vertical height of the installment represents the year, with the lowest row 
representing the earlier timeframe (the first generation, from the 1970s), and the most 
recently manufactured devices on the top row. Detailed descriptions of each of these devices 
are omitted. Niklas Nylund described these objects as “relevant to Finnish game history and 
culture but not popular or made in Finland” and he himself “did not play all of them.” He 
emphasized that these devices had to be displayed differently from other games that 
originated from or gained mainstream popularity in Finland. The area is, he claimed, 
purposely designed to inform the visitors briefly about the digital gaming history outside of 
Finland (N. Nylund, personal communication, 10 January, 2018).  
 
 
Figure 35 The timeline of video game consoles in FMG  
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Figure 36 The timeline of video game consoles in FMG 
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Figure 37 The family tree of video game consoles in FMG 
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To summarize, the findings from this section indicat a link between the aesthetical 
expressions and the game museum curator’s personal gaming experience. NCM showcased 
the timeline of video game console by using the open library format. The interactive objects 
in the NCM’s display of video game console generations are selected based on curator’s 
personal preferences and gaming experiences under the supervision of the museum director. 
In contrast, while almost all digital gaming devices displayed in FMG are available to play 
for visitors, these non-Finnish video game consoles are mounted on a wall in the multi-
purpose area. This choice was made based on the FMG’s focus on games that were either 
popularly played or developed in Finland. 
 
Illustrating the Findings Into a Comic and Story 
In this section I describe my approach to CBR (Comic-Based Research) in this thesis: how I 
used the findings from the Visual Discourse Analysis to create a comic, and then to use that 
to understand and forecast how a potential museum visitor sees the phenomenon of the game 
museum. Throughout this process, I positioned myself as both an artist and a researcher. 
I have illustrated and published a total of 15 episodes of the webcomic “A Brief History of 
Digital Play: Season 3” bi-weekly from January to 2018 to August 2018. Each episode was 
made in English and Korean language, containing 10-20 scenes in a vertical format (1:10), 
suitable for mouse or touchscreen scrolling on digital screens. The webcomic concentrated on 
providing historical and aesthetical satisfaction; to create visual art that is informative, well-
constructed and visually appealing for readers to view, in order to instill the reader’s 
motivation to share and comment. “A Brief History of Digital Play: Season 3” was scripted 
and illustrated based on the findings collected from observations and dialogue with the 
curators, which are described in the previous sections, as well as my learnings and questions 
raised while visiting FMG and NCM. The webcomic was loosely segmented in three acts; 
 
 Act 1: Introducing FMG and NCM 
 Act 2: What game means to FMG and NCM 
 Act 3: Finnish and Korean gaming subculture 
 
All episodes of the comic are supplemented as an appendix to this thesis in a slightly 
modified version of the original comic in order to fit into printing paper format. 
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Act #1 Introducing FMG and NCM  
Episode 1 overviewed the current status of worldwide game museums. Episode 2 described 
the founding story of NCM. The story focused on NCM’s active engagement with private 
corporations and early Korean MMO game developers. It was based on the conversation with 
NCM Director, who recalled a ‘founding event’ held in July 2013; when NCM welcomed an 
invitation-only event with founding members of Nexon (Y. Choi, personal communication, 
13 Oct 2017). The finding story of FMG was illustrated in Episode 3, with the emphasis on a 
dialogue with Mikko Heinonen and the event of Suomi 100 – celebrating Finland’s 100 years 
anniversary of independence. 
 
Act #2 What ‘game’ means to FMG and NCM 
The second act of the webcomic concentrated on the interpretation of word ‘game’ in Finland 
and Korea, focusing on the aesthetical expression of the game Pong and the choice of objects 
in the topic of ‘the origin of the (modern) game.’ Also, I reflected some of my cultural 
astonishment while illustrating the webcomic when I first discovered the different meanings 
on ‘game’ between my native language (Korean) and second language (English)27. The 
curators of FMG and NCM also responded in surprise when I pointed out the conceptual 
difference between the word ‘game’ in between English, Finnish and Korean to them.  
Episode 4 and 5 illustrate the two different answers to the question of “what is the first game” 
represented in FMG and NCM. Episode 4 illustrated the story of NCM and their display of 
imported American and Japanese arcade games in the B1 and 2nd-floor exhibition area, 
linking them with the interpretation of word ‘game’ as ‘digital game’ in the Korean language. 
Then episode 5 focused on FMG’s strong emphasis on board games and the unique culture of 
Finnish RPG in the region – including the case of live-action role-playing games (also known 
as “LARP”).  
 
Following this notion, Episode 6 and 7 illustrated a more in-depth discussion; the museum’s 
strategic tactics on the choices of objects based on the sociopolitical issues that occurred 
during the museum’s founding process.  
In Episode 6 I first explained to the readers the general discourse structure of modern heritage 
institutions; that the institutional power tends to impact how the museum choose the history 
 
27 As described briefly in Chapter 4, word ‘game’ is perceived narrowly as ‘digital game’ in Korean due to a 
lack of corresponding concept in the language. 
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to be archived, collected, and displayed. Then Episode 7 covered remarks on the findings 
from the FMG and NCM’s choice of objects. FMG indicated the museum’s strong effort on 
the national identity of Finland with the relation to Suomi 100. In the case of NCM, I have 
concentrated on illustrating the political dispute surrounding the enactment of the “Shutdown 
Law” in 2011, which happened just before the museum’s establishment. 
 
Act #3 Finnish and Korean Gaming Subculture 
This last phase of the webcomic covered the general stories that I learned while observing 
FMG and NCM. There were also various stories that I discovered while talking with the 
curators that were not fully covered in the exhibitions. One of those aspects was the gaming 
subcultures in Finland and Korea; the stories of people who enjoy playing games, engage 
together to create and distribute their self-made secondary creations that are related to the 
game. I have discovered, while having a dialogue with the curators of FMG and NCM, that 
both Finland and Korea share similar traces of gaming subculture in the 1980s to 1990s; first, 
a rise of hacker’s culture in the 1980s, suffering from widespread piracy of games in the mid-
1990s, and the rise of the network-based game to overcome those issues. It was also a topic 
that appears to be widely discussed by both Finnish and Korean game historians (Yoon, 2015; 
Reunanen, 2017). It is generally difficult to display a full story of the gaming subculture and 
network-based games in the physical museum space. Naturally, as an artist, this came to me 
as an exciting challenge; to illustrate the stories that are difficult to be displayed physically in 
the museum space. Thus, I have dedicated Episode 8 to 15 to the hacker’s culture, pirated 
games, and the growth of network-based games in both Korea and Finland. Some episodes 
had quotes from the FMG and NCM curators, and photos taken during the on-site observation. 
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Reader’s Comments and Reactions 
During the comic-making process, I have continually observed and documented the reader’s 
engagement and responses. I have acknowledged the readers of the comic as potential game 
museum visitors, with no previous experiences of visiting either FMG or NCM but with a 
keen interest in digital technology and games. The readers were able to write their comments 
to the comic via social media platforms Facebook and Tapas. A total of 3879 accumulated 
views from Tapas, and a 44 comments from the readers from both Facebook and Tapas. In 
addition to the qualitative feedback thus obtained I have also performed a small quantitative 
analysis by counting and categorizing the views, shares, and comments of the readers. Table 
3 breaks down the number of views and comments per episode of the webcomic.  
 
Table 3 The list of “A Brief History of Digital Play: Season 3” - views, shares and comments (11th of 
October, 2019) 
No. Title Topic View 
Shares/ 
Comments 
1 Game Museums! General description of the phenomenon of 
game museum 
300 6 
2 Nexon Computer Museum Introduction of NCM 236 3 
3 The Finnish Museum of 
Games 
Introduction of NCM 370 2 
4 The first game? A different interpretation of the word 
“game” between Finland and Korea 
271 5 
5 Finland, RPG Finnish RPG culture 629 8 
6 Digital Game Preservation? Curatorial decisions of game museums  243 2 
7 Shaping the history How game museum influences the game 
history 
292 0 
8 Aapeli Early computers from Finland 264 0 
9 Supposed to be educational Early home computers from Korea 247 5 
10 Proud nerds Hacker’s culture in Finland & Korea 219 4 
11 Demoscene Assembly, Finland 173 3 
12 Pirates! Copied games and the struggle of the local 
gaming industry 
199 2 
13 Connected Network-based games in Finland and 
Korea 
153 4 
14 Group up, and Play! Network-based games in Finland and 
Korea 
166 4 
15 Ping Pong & eSports Korean eSports culture 157 1 
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However, just counting numbers of views and comments of anonymous online users’ came 
with certain limitations, such as fluctuations caused by various random factors on the internet. 
For example, Episode 5 shows an unusual spike of views compared to other episodes, but it is 
not clear what caused those increases. It also remained unclear why the views gradually 
reduced in time by the end of the season – it might be the case that the readers were bored or 
found those episodes less interesting than the previous episodes. 
The qualitative analysis on each user’s comments indicated more important findings. A 
majority of readers tended to be active in expressing their feelings or opinion about the comic. 
This result is not surprising, as a considerable amount of comments on social media is about 
expressing one’s opinion either in positive or negative ways. What was interesting was the 
contribution of additional knowledge to the discussion from the readers. Accroding to Table 
4, a substantial amount of readers (61.4%) shared their insights, information, or experiences 
about the contents of the comic. This was nearly twice as many as those who did make such 
contributions, indicating that the comic was successful in engaging an interested audience. 
Along the comic-making process, I have also reflected some of the reader’s comment in the 
following episodes. The readers then expressed their surprises and excitement that their voice 
was being heard from the artist. 
  
Table 4 The reader’s engagement in “A Brief History of Digital Play: Season 3” 
Category Description Percentage (%) 
Engage 
The reader expressed a feeling or opinion 70.5 
The reader did not express a feeling or opinion 29.5 
Contribution 
The readers contributed further insights into the comic based on 
his/her knowledge or experiences 
61.4 
The reader did not contribute further insights into the comic.  38.6 
 
Overall, the comic readers, the potential museum visitors, appear to recall and reflect on their 
personal gaming experiences when reading “A Brief History of Digital Play: Season 3.” As 
shown on Figure 38, readers commented about their own personal experiences on retro 
games close to the topic of the episode. Readers were sharing knowledge and experiences, 
and a feeling of their nostalgia. Some readers left comments with a hyperlink that provides 
additional information and historical evidence. In contrast, the readers did not inquire 
whether the game museum’s choice of object and aesthetical expressions were scientifically 
well preserved or historically accurate.  











Figure 38 Reader’s engagement of contributing additional information to the comic 
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Chapter 5. Conclusion 
Summary of Findings and Results 
This chapter summarizes the previous chapters, including the findings and results from 
Chapter 4. And it connects those results with to form cohesive message to answer the 
research question of this thesis, which are;  
 
 How do the Finnish Museum of Games (FMG) and Nexon Computer Museum 
(NCM) display games differently in the museum space?  
 How do curators and potential museum visitors’ gaming memories relate to the 
choices of displayed objects and aesthetical expressions in FMG and NCM? 
 How can comics, as a research tool, supplement the study of game museums and 
their potential visitors? 
 
The goal of this thesis was to find the influence of curators and potential game museum 
visitors on the game museum’s choice of object and aesthetical expressions. In this thesis, I 
first used the method of Visual Discourse Analysis with practices of on-site observation and 
dialogue with the curators. The second method was Comic-Based Research, which I have 
created and published an educational webcomic series that covers the story of the game 
museum and collected the response of readers. According to the findings, FMG and NCM’s 
choices of objects and aesthetical expressions are indeed culturally diverse. Even similar 
historical events and topics were showcased differently in their museum space. The data 
indicated that this was either due to the personal gaming experiences of curators and the 
sociopolitical phenomenons that influenced that curator’s selection process. 
 
The results are summarized as follow:  
A. Game museum’s choices of objects are under the influence of concurrent domestic 
sociopolitical discourses regarding the phenomenon of digital games. 
B. Game museum’s choice of aesthetical expression are under the influence of their 
curator’s gaming memories, experience, and nostalgia. 
C. Both curators and potential visitors of game museum tend to reflect their memories 
and express their nostalgia when perceiving the topic of game museums and their 
exhibition. 
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The Finnish Museum of Games (FMG) is located at Tampere, Finland. The museum was 
founded while closely collaborating with the national project of Suomi 100; a series of 
Finnish government and municipalities’ events and projects that celebrates the 100th 
anniversary of Finnish independence. Suomi 100 and the city of Tampere perceived the 
history of Finnish game as one of the national pride and heritage – which lead the FMG to 
become a public, city-funded permanent game museum. The museum also collaborated with 
local private collectors and academia upon initiating their crowdfunding project. Therefore 
FMG curators were keen on emphasizing the positive influence of gaming on Finnish society. 
The museum is concentrating on the history of Finnish games. FMG’s oldest item is Lustfärd 
till Aavasaksa (Huvimatka Aavasaksaan in Finnish), a Finnish board game from the 19th 
century. Most non-Finnish video games, in contrast, were displayed non-interactively in 
FMG’s display of the timeline of video game console generations. The curators of FMG – 
who are also the founding members of FMG – were actively reflecting their childhood 
memories in the museum exhibition. For example, the game Pong in FMG was surrounded 
by various household items from the 1980s, with a bright and comfortable atmosphere. Most 
of these items are available to touch and interactive for all visitors.  
 
The curators of the Nexon Computer Museum (NCM) were also expressive about their 
memories in the museum space, which became apparent in how they select the interactive 
objects. In the case of NCM’s interactive games in the “Open Library” exhibition, for 
example, objects are selected upon the curator’s experience and memories. However, due to 
negative criticism towards digital games in South Korea during NCM’s establishment 
(legislation to regulate young people’s gaming), the museum curators conducted some 
strategical actions. The museum was named as ‘computer museum’ instead of ‘game museum’ 
as they were concerned to be neglected by the public or academia otherwise. They also 
choose the Apple I computer, a multi-purpose personal computer, as their primary object 
despite its only loose historical connection with the topic of game history. In contrast to FMG 
– which actively displays the Finnish gaming history – NCM actively seeks to blend the 
Korean gaming history as part of a global phenomenon, as shown in their display of game 
Pong that concentrates on the commercial success of global gaming industry instead of 
historical accuracy of the replica. 
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Next, by using the research method of Comic-Based Research (CBR), I have created a 
webcomic titled “A Brief History of Digital Play: Season 3”. The webcomic was presented to 
anonymous online readers – who are seen as potential visitors of the game museums. The 
format of webcomic allowed interaction between the artist and researcher (myself) and the 
audience. The results indicated that the readers were, like game museum curators, reflecting 
their personal gaming experiences upon perceiving the topic of the game museum and their 
exhibitions. The readers actively commented about their thoughts, memories, or other facts 
that are related to the topic of FMG and NCM or the history of games in general.  
 
Conclusion: Displaying the Gameplay but Playfully 
The game museum is a new, conventional, modern historical institutions with less than 20 
years of history. This thesis research revealed a unique positioning of game museum 
compared to other heritage institutions. The findings from the thesis research indicated that 
the choice of objects in FMG and NCM was under the influence of domestic sociopolitical 
discourses upon the museum’s establishment. It was either structured in a way to carefully 
counter a criticism towards gaming (in the case of NCM) or enhancing the national agenda 
(in the case of FMG). By doing so, both try to nurture a positive image of gaming in modern 
society. The choice of two game museum’s aesthetical expressions, including the interactivity, 
were closely connected to the personal gaming experiences – and nostalgia – of museum 
curators. Also, both, game museum’s curators and the potential visitors, were actively 
engaged and motivated to contribute to the topic of the history of games. 
 
There, I have sensed a desire of embracement in both museum’s curators and potential 
visitors; they want their gameplay memories to be heard, reflected, and therefore, positively 
embraced in their society. They desire their memories and games to be properly and 
positively presented in the game museum space – interactive and playful as they were 
originally. However, this inevitably raises a contradiction with the role of the game museum 
as a heritage institution. In order to fully conserve and preserve the objects, those objects 
must be somewhat protected from the visitor’s touch – display instead of being playful or 
interactive. During this thesis research, I have noticed that most primary objects in FMG and 
NCM were interactive. This means that despite their effort of becoming a historical and 
scientific heritage institution, game museums are currently prioritizing the value of being 
playful over plain preservation. The game museum’s unique position of being the institution 
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that is displaying the gameplay but seeks to remain playful might be a major reason why the 
topic of game museums is intergenerationally engaging. 
 
However, this then also raises another question: Are game museums able to remain playful – 
even for future generations? My impression is that in order to continuously appeal to future 
audiences in decades to come, the game museum must continue to adopt to changes in a fast 
paced industry and culture. This means that game museums may require frequent updates in a 
much faster pace than other modern heritage institutions. It also implies that game museum 
must actively observe, research, and learn about their future visitors.  
 
In this thesis research, I have explored the potential of using visual art (webcomic) as a 
communication and research tool to learn about the potential museum visitors and their 
expectations. I suggest this could be one of the many methods that the game museums may 
use to learn about their potential visitors, prior to planning and designing their future 
exhibitions. I hope this thesis research will inspire further in-depth analysis of this new, 
unique, and distinctive phenomenon of game museums. Furthermore, I look forward to be 
involved with further studies on worldwide game exhibitions, comics and games as a 
interactive visual storytelling platform. 
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